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Introduction

Natural populations are responding to global climate

change both through altered timing of life history traits,

geographical shifts in species ranges and potentially altered

ecosystem interactions (Root et al. 2003; Parmesan 2006).

Climate change is of particular concern for ecological

communities restricted to montane areas and local moist

pockets, because populations of species in these communi-

ties cannot readily move when conditions become warmer

and drier. This leads to high predicted rates of extinction in

animals and plants from some local regions (Thomas et al.

2004). However, if populations change genetically and can

evolve and adapt to these predicted environmental changes,

then species extinction risks because of climate change

might be substantially reduced.

Ecologists now generally recognize that rapid rates of

evolution are possible within species, with consequences

for species abundance and distribution. There is already

evidence for rapid evolution in response to climate

change in several short-lived species (Reusch and Wood

2007), suggesting that many organisms have the capacity

to respond to climate change within a time frame of tens

of years (Bradshaw and Holzapfel 2008). These responses

depend on the presence of genetic variation in popula-

tions. In the absence of genetic variation, there is now

strong evidence for an increased risk of extinction in wild

populations (Spielman et al. 2004). If genetic diversity for

adaptive evolution can be conserved, and restoration

practices put in place that help promote in situ adaptive

processes, the long-term implications go well beyond the

persistence of species, with potential impacts on biodiversity

and ecosystem function (Bailey et al. 2009) as well as resil-

ience in response to climate extremes (Reusch et al. 2005).

However, managers currently tend to ignore evolution-

ary processes when devising ways to protect biodiversity
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Abstract

Evolution occurs rapidly and is an ongoing process in our environments. Evo-

lutionary principles need to be built into conservation efforts, particularly given

the stressful conditions organisms are increasingly likely to experience because of

climate change and ongoing habitat fragmentation. The concept of evolutionary

resilience is a way of emphasizing evolutionary processes in conservation and

landscape planning. From an evolutionary perspective, landscapes need to allow

in situ selection and capture high levels of genetic variation essential for respon-

ding to the direct and indirect effects of climate change. We summarize ideas that

need to be considered in planning for evolutionary resilience and suggest how

they might be incorporated into policy and management to ensure that resilience

is maintained in the face of environmental degradation.
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under climate change and developing criteria for conser-

vation (Mace and Purvis 2008; Crandall 2009; Gebremed-

hin et al. 2009). We argue that management plans for

species and habitats should aim at developing resilient

landscapes where the evolutionary potential of species

and populations can be conserved. This can be achieved

by explicit consideration of genetic diversity and the pro-

cesses that support ongoing, in situ evolutionary processes

in biodiversity management and planning.

We build on the ecological definition of resilience (e.g.,

Gunderson 2000; Thrush et al. 2009) by explicitly includ-

ing the role played by genetic diversity and evolutionary

processes, not only on the persistence of populations and

species but also in influencing community ecology and

ecosystem function. In this sense, evolutionary resilience

refers both to the ability of populations to persist in their

current state (analogous to resistance in the ecological lit-

erature) and to undergo evolutionary adaptation in

response to changing environmental conditions (analo-

gous to the transition between multiple stability domains

in response to perturbation) (Gunderson 2000; Thrush

et al. 2009). This definition of evolutionary resilience

explicitly recognizes that ongoing evolutionary change is

the norm in nature and that it is one of the dynamic

processes that generate and maintain biodiversity patterns

and processes. By using this definition, we place evolu-

tionary considerations at the centre of biodiversity con-

servation and management (Hendry et al. 2010).

Measuring genetic diversity and evolutionary
potential

Genetic diversity can be divided into two categories.

Adaptive genetic diversity underpins the way an organism

adapts to a new environment. In contrast, neutral genetic

diversity involves parts of the genome that are not under

natural selection, and this diversity reflects population

dynamics and evolutionary forces such as genetic drift,

mutation and migration. Conservation biologists have lar-

gely focussed on the latter, even though adaptive genetic

diversity is needed for organisms to evolve and persist in

changing environments.

While neutral diversity is commonly used to infer the

potential of populations to evolve, this connection tends

to be weak (e.g., Reed and Frankham 2001; McKay and

Latta 2002). Instead, this potential should ideally be

investigated by directly understanding variation in genes

that are involved in an adaptive response (Hoffmann and

Willi 2008). If these genes are unknown, adaptive varia-

tion can be assessed by directly measuring the extent to

which traits under selection are genetically determined

and variable (heritability and evolvability). This requires

quantitative traits to be measured across multiple genera-

tions of an organism (typically parents and their off-

spring) ideally under similar environmental conditions,

such as through the use of common garden experiments.

Although time-consuming and not always possible for the

focal species, common garden experiments have been

used to assess the levels of adaptive genetic diversity in a

range of taxa, including plants (Dorman et al. 2009;

Ramirez-Valiente et al. 2009), insects (Crozier 2004; Klemme

and Hanski 2009) and vertebrates (Johansson et al. 2007).

Long-term studies of wild animal populations under field

conditions can also be used to assess adaptive genetic var-

iation and the extent of adaptation to environmental

change (Grueber and Jamieson 2008; Kruuk et al. 2008;

Charmantier et al. 2009; Ozgul et al. 2009) although this

approach has limitations (Hadfield et al. 2010).

Because of the difficulty (real and perceived) of mea-

suring adaptive genetic diversity, this form of diversity

has not been considered a priority in conservation plan-

ning and management, with the exception of revegetation

and captive breeding programs, which we address later.

However, advances in genotyping techniques combined

with more sophisticated statistical methods provide the

means by which adaptive (and neutral) genetic diversity

can be estimated more easily in a range of organisms in

the absence of any prior information on either molecular

or quantitative trait variation (Beaumont and Balding

2004; Storz 2005). In one of the first empirical tests of

this approach, Bonin et al. (2007) characterized amplified

fragment length polymorphisms to identify neutral and

selected loci in six populations of the widespread com-

mon frog, Rana temporaria, and seven populations of the

threatened and restricted plant Austrian dragonhead,

Dracocephalum austriacum. This information was used to

asses four different conservation strategies aimed at maxi-

mizing the genetic diversity (neutral and adaptive) for

both species. In doing so, the authors developed a popu-

lation adaptive index to account for the adaptive value of

a particular population. In both species, the neutral and

adaptive diversities within and among populations were

not correlated, so conservation strategies based on one

type of index would not select the same populations for

protection.

In another study, Joost et al. (2007) combined molecu-

lar data with geographical information systems (GIS) and

environmental variables to detect regions of the genome

under natural selection using a spatial analysis method.

They examined a species of pine weevil (Hylobius abietis)

with a large geographical range, and 57 breeds of sheep

originating from European and Middle Eastern countries.

There were strong signals associating loci with environ-

mental variables, such that these loci did not behave in a

neutral manner. This approach holds promise in being

able to take advantage of genome-wide scans of molecular
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markers across large geographic scales to detect genomic

regions under selection and identifying likely instances of

adaptive divergence across species’ ranges.

Finally, new information is continually emerging on

candidate genes that underlie adaptive differences between

populations and species. While not yet readily available as

a broadly applicable tool, such information may make it

possible in the future to measure adaptive genetic diver-

sity directly rather than relying on multiple generation or

indirect measurements (Burdon and Wilcox 2007; Hoff-

mann and Willi 2008; Gebremedhin et al. 2009).

Maintaining genetic variation and evolutionary
potential: population size and beyond

An important component of the evolutionary resilience of

individual populations is to maintain them at a large

enough size to maintain genetic variation and allow

ongoing evolution (Table 1 – Aim A, B). A number of

models have been applied to predict the likelihood of

populations evolving under climate change. The simplest

model involves the breeder’s equation (R = h2S), which

predicts the size of the selection response (R) given a cer-

tain selection pressure (S) and trait heritability (h2). This

model explicitly links evolutionary responses to environ-

mental change in the presence of adaptive genetic varia-

tion (h2).

Models have also examined the combined effects of

heritability and population size on the ability of popula-

tions to undergo adaptive evolutionary change and ‘keep

up’ with climate change (Lynch and Lande 1993; Burger

and Lynch 1995). These highlight the importance of pop-

ulation sizes on adaptive potential; large effective popula-

tion sizes are required for maintaining genetic variation

and evolutionary potential – typically a thousand rather

than a hundred breeding individuals are required (Fig. 1).

Table 1. Aims and approaches/outcomes for developing evolutionary resilience in populations and landscapes against climate change.

Aim Scale where applied Approach/Outcome Comments/Limitations

A. Increase population

size and genetic

variation generally

Population Increased census size Needs to be related to effective size, which

depends on life history and environmental

variability

Increased effective size Can be enhanced by population connectedness

and breeding systems

Maintenance/increase in mtDNA/nuclear

DNA variation (neutral)

Can be increased by including individuals from

different populations (translocation) as well as

through population size

B. Maintain adaptive

potential in target

genes and traits

Population Identification and maintenance of

genetic variation in candidate genes

for adaptation

Focus of candidate gene work is on model

species, but increasingly being applied to

nonmodel systems

Identification/maintenance of variation

in key quantitative traits

(heritability/evolvability)

Potentially could be used to assess selection

response potential but still fairly rarely

measured

C. Identify species with

little adaptive

potential = low

diversity in key

ecological traits

Multiple populations

of one species

Measure and identify traits involved in

maintaining distribution with low

heritability/evolvability or other

constraints limiting directional evolution

Requires substantial genetic information on

target species unless ecological correlates can

be identified

D. Identify and protect

evolutionary refugia

Multiple populations

of multiple species

within a landscape

Identify hotspots with high levels of

mtDNA/nuclear DNA variation (neutral)

Depends on the accumulation of data across

multiple species

Identify mtDNA/nuclear DNA uniqueness

across regions

Depends on the accumulation of data across

multiple species, could be applied at higher

taxonomic levels to preserve evolutionary

uniqueness

E. Increase connectedness

and gene flow across

environmental

gradients

Multiple populations

in a landscape

Movement of genes within landscape Involves gene flow rather than just migration

of individuals

Allow in situ selection across

heterogeneous areas and

climatic gradients

Needs large populations to ensure effective

selection of high fitness genotypes

F. Increase adaptability to

future environments

by translocation

Population Introduction of genetic material from

provenances that match likely future

climate at a site

Genotypes can be matched to likely future

environments, but approach still rarely applied

outside of deliberate introductions of species
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At small effective population sizes, demographic and envi-

ronmental stochasticity will have a much larger impact

on extinction probabilities than genetic variation (Willi

and Hoffmann 2008). There is thus a direct association

between the heritability of a trait and extinction risk as

long as climatic effects on growth rate are not too severe

(Fig. 1). Models have also recently been extended to

include plasticity, relaxing conditions under which extinc-

tion is inevitable unless the costs of plasticity are high

(Chevin et al. 2010).

Given that rates of evolution increase with population

size up to at least a few thousand individuals from a ran-

domly mating population, how well do conservation and

restoration efforts currently preserve this genetic diversity

and evolutionary potential? The answer to this question

would seem to be ‘not very well’. When dealing with

highly threatened species, there is often little opportunity

to increase population size although breeding programs

can maximize effective size (Frankham et al. 2002). In

addition, there is also adaptation to conditions of captiv-

ity resulting in reduced fitness of populations for eventual

release into the wild (Frankham 2008).

Reserve systems typically should aim at conserving sev-

eral hundred and preferably several thousand individuals

if populations are isolated. This will help ensure that evo-

lutionary potential is maintained for adapting to climate

change. Otherwise, genetic diversity will be lost, a process

that might take only a few years in threatened popula-

tions (Mitrovski et al. 2008). Adaptive genetic variation is

expected to decrease alongside neutral genetic variation

but follow a different trajectory depending on the pat-

terns of selection acting on traits (Willi et al. 2006).

Genetic translocations: insuring against extinction
and increasing adaptive potential

Most conservation efforts focus on threatened species

where genetic diversity has been lost, usually as a conse-

quence of small population size resulting from habitat

loss and fragmentation. Such populations face high risk

of extinction, and the option of assisted migration to alle-

viate these threats has been the focus of increasing debate

(Hunter 2007; McLachlan et al. 2007; Grueber and Jamie-

son 2008; Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2008; Menges 2008;

Ricciardi and Simberloff 2009; Richardson et al. 2009;

Swarts and Dixon 2009). Much of the recent debate con-

cerns the movement of species beyond their current range

(Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2008; Ricciardi and Simberloff

2009; Richardson et al. 2009), following suggestions that

intentional movement of species outside of their natural

(current) range should be considered as an option for

species at immediate risk of extinction (Hoegh-Guldberg

et al. 2008). While the translocation of individuals to

areas outside their current range has been used as a last

resort for some highly threatened species, particularly in

New Zealand (Jamieson et al. 2006; Miskelly et al. 2009),

the issue remains highly controversial.

Moving individuals from one population to another

(genetic translocation or assisted migration) within a spe-

cies’ current range as a way of enabling gene flow and

conserving or enhancing the adaptive potential of species

has also been suggested as a conservation tool. There are

two circumstances under which genetic translocation

could be considered in the context of evolutionary resil-

ience and climate change. The first concerns populations
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Figure 1 Contour plots presenting median number of generations to extinction as a function of the narrow-sense heritability of the trait under

selection and mean intrinsic rate of natural increase (r) for a population of size 1000. The rate of environmental change (k) in this case was set at

0.1, and the width of the fitness function (VW) was 20. Populations of 1000 flies were predicted to persist well within the approximate ranges of

r > 0.5 and h2 > 0.29. Modified from (Willi and Hoffmann 2008).
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of threatened species that have suffered severe reductions

in genetic diversity and where dispersal processes have

been disrupted by habitat fragmentation. The genetic

translocation of a few individuals per generation is likely

to be enough to reduce the detrimental consequences of

inbreeding, while minimizing the risks of outbreeding

depression that may follow the introduction of genes

from populations that have adapted to different environ-

mental conditions than the recipient population (Lopez

et al. 2009). The risk of outbreeding depression should be

carefully weighed against the risk that ongoing loss of

genetic diversity poses to the long-term persistence of

populations (Edmands 2007; Lopez et al. 2009). Common

garden or field-based experiments, where individuals from

different populations are crossed, will assist in assessing

the risk of genetic translocations and subsequent out-

breeding depression. Combined with the estimates of

genetic divergence using neutral genetic markers, this type

of information can help inform decisions about the feasi-

bility of genetic translocations (Holmes et al. 2008).

The second set of circumstances under which genetic

translocations should be considered in the context of evo-

lutionary resilience and climate change involves cases

where there is strong local adaptation (ecotype differenti-

ation). Moving individuals from warm-adapted popula-

tions to colder locations may increase the probability of

adaptation, and thus, persistence and resilience of cold-

adapted populations under a warming environment. Such

approaches could be applied to species that display very

wide altitudinal or latitudinal ranges and that have been

shown to display genetically based clines in performance

under different thermal or aridity gradients. Examples of

clinal patterns along such gradients exist for terrestrial

invertebrates (Hoffmann and Weeks 2007), vertebrates

(Cheviron and Brumfield 2009), plants (Viveros-Viveros

et al. 2009) and marine organisms (Berkelmans and van

Oppen 2006). The ecological risks of such genetic translo-

cations are likely to be minimal (Hoegh-Guldberg et al.

2008; Lopez et al. 2009). The long-term aim of genetic

translocations is populations that harbour the adaptive

genetic diversity to enable ongoing adaptation to the

environmental changes caused by climate change and

other threats. This helps to obviate the need for ongoing

intervention and management, ensuring evolutionary

resilient populations.

Geographic variation: moving beyond local
provenances

The issue of genetic translocation to maximize population

adaptability and evolutionary resilience under climate

change is pertinent to ongoing landscape restoration

(Menges 2008; Jones and Monaco 2009). Large-scale

revegetation is widely carried out to restore degraded

landscapes. Because local adaptation is recognized as

being commonplace (Hereford 2009), the focus has been

on local provenance when making decisions about which

seed to source for restoration and reintroduction pro-

grammes (Callaham 1964; Keller et al. 2000; McKay et al.

2005; O’Brien et al. 2007). This is because it is widely

assumed that local adaptation will always result in a fit-

ness trade-off between local and nonlocal environments.

However, such fitness trade-offs are not ubiquitous and

when present, they are weak (Hereford 2009). Despite this

evidence, an emphasis on local provenance prevails. A

‘local is best’ sourcing practice misses two important

points, which may seriously impact restoration or reintro-

duction outcomes in the face of future climatic changes

(Table 1 – Aims A, B, F).

The first potential problem with ‘local is best’ recom-

mendations is that there is a risk of encouraging the

establishment of populations that do not harbour suffi-

cient genetic variation and evolutionary potential [i.e.,

establish genetic ghettos (Schneider et al. 1999)]. In addi-

tion, strict adherence to ‘local is best’ protocols may

encourage the selection of inbred or genetically depauper-

ate seed sources (Broadhurst et al. 2008), when genetically

healthier sources further afield may produce a more

efficacious restoration result (C. Navarro, S. Cavers and

A. Lowe, unpublished data). This may serve to perpetuate

the number of small inbred populations across highly

degraded landscapes that are unlikely to persist in the

long term (Broadhurst et al. 2008).

The second issue is that particular environmental con-

ditions driving local adaptation can change very rapidly.

The environment is continually changing at different rates

and scales (Wilkinson 2001) particularly when anthropo-

genic influences can rapidly change selection pressures

(e.g., increased salinity, irrigation, and heavy metal depo-

sition). In many regions of the world, conditions under

which a 200-year-old tree established are likely to be quite

different to those existing today. Source material from

more distant (geographically and ecologically) popula-

tions may often harbour adaptations that more closely

match the environment of the focal restoration site today.

Identifying highly adapted genotypes has long been a

central issue in forestry and crop breeding but is just as

applicable for natural populations. For instance, geno-

types of river redgum, Eucalyptus camuldulensis, from arid

environments show a strong fitness advantage under dry

conditions over genotypes from humid environments

because the arid genotypes allocate resources to roots

under dry conditions (Gibson et al. 1995). These types of

interactions between genotype performance and the envi-

ronment (‘GE’ interactions) are extremely common and

have been documented for hundreds of species.

Conserving biodiversity under climate change Sgrò et al.
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In recommending new provenance or reintroduction

practices, it is instructive to consider the strength of GE

interactions across current and future environments

(Fig. 2) and simulate natural gene flow dynamics that

facilitate the redistribution of genetic variation within a

species (Fig. 3). For long-lived species like most trees,

where strong GE interactions exist, and in areas where

large changes in climate are predicted, provenances likely

to be the most suitable in the future should be selected

(predictive provenancing, B in Fig. 2). Climatic matching

can be used to locate such provenances at least in wide-

spread species (Rice and Emery 2003). The extent to

which sourcing other provenances can help mitigate

against climate change will depend on the strength of GE

interactions. Where GE interactions appear weak or have

not been tested, it may be sensible to simulate leptokurtic

gene flow dynamics, where most propagules disperse

proximally, but with a significant proportion moving over

longer distances (Fig. 3). Such a restoration practice

would mix locally sourced material, taken from geneti-

cally healthy stock, with proximate and ecogeographically

matched sources. In addition, a smaller proportion of

material, depending on the natural gene flow dynamics of

the focal species, should be comprised of material from

much further afield to increase genetic variation and

promote adaptation (Fig. 3). This practice is defined as

composite provenancing by Broadhurst et al. (2008) and

represents a cautionary strategy that might also be
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appropriate for species where GE interactions are strong

but the predicted changes in climate are small or

unknown (A in Fig. 2).

Even when genetic data are not available, it may be

possible to identify provenances for introduction based

on ecological data. In alpine ash, Eucalyptus delegatensis,

variation in average growth performance of 68 popula-

tions in a series of common gardens was used to identify

patterns of genetic variation; these patterns were then

linked back to features of the environment from where

the populations originated to identify surrogates of

genetic variability (Garnier-Gere and Ades 2001).

Finally, genetic information (both molecular and quan-

titative) can be used for an increasing number of species

to identify the extent of adaptive divergence across spe-

cies’ geographic ranges, which can help in the choice of

source populations (Broadhurst et al. 2006). When com-

bined with GIS environmental data across species’ distri-

butions (Lipow et al. 2007), such approaches enable

much more sophisticated insight into the factors underly-

ing phenotypic divergence both within and between spe-

cies (Kozak et al. 2008).While used to the greatest extent

so far with tree species of high value to forestry (Lipow

et al. 2004, 2007)), such approaches should become part

of restoration practices more generally (Broadhurst et al.

2006, 2008; Butcher et al. 2009).

Susceptible species and evolutionary refugia

Distribution models suggest that many species will be

threatened under climate change because they can only

tolerate minor changes in temperature and other condi-

tions. For example, tropical lizards (Williams et al. 2003)

and other ectotherms (Deutsch et al. 2008) might be par-

ticularly threatened by global warming because their opti-

mal temperature is close to their thermal maximum. In

these cases, plastic changes and evolutionary adaptation

may be insufficient to counter the effects of climate

change, and protection is required.

Susceptible species with a low evolutionary potential

can be identified if heritable variation has been character-

ized for key traits limiting distributions (Table 1 – Aim

C). Where heritabilities are very low, there is likely to be

limited evolutionary potential to adapt, as in the case of

the response of rainforest Drosophila to low humidity

conditions (Kellermann et al. 2006, 2009). Even where

genetic variation is present, adaptive shifts may be limited

by interactions among traits (Etterson and Shaw 2001;

Hellmann and Pineda-Krch 2007). It is possible to iden-

tify these limits experimentally – such as by transplanting

populations to a variety of habitats that might even

extend outside their current range (Crozier 2004; Pelini

et al. 2009).

Evolutionary processes need to be considered in priori-

tizing regions for protection (Table 1 – Aim D). When

recovering from mass extinction and responding to cli-

mate change, refugia play a critical role. Evolutionary

refugia represent areas where species persist under specific

optimal conditions, generally representing a small fraction

of their original range. Migration and/or dispersal to

more suitable habitat in response to climate change will

not be possible for species restricted to such refugia

(Schneider et al. 1999), so they should become priorities

for protection.

Refugia can be identified through ecological criteria.

Mountain top areas are refugia for many species unable

to persist under the warmer conditions of lowland

regions. These areas act as refugia in the tropics and in

temperate regions. For instance, one of the predictions of

climate change in the Victorian Alps in Australia is an

altitudinally encroaching treeline (Wearne and Morgan

2001). Because these mountains are flat regions, there is

no upper area where alpine meadow plants and animals

can move. The meadows in effect are already an evolu-

tionary refuge, and the only option for long-term survival

of these organisms is to actively maintain and protect the

area as a refuge.

Refugia can also be identified by their genetic unique-

ness. Phylogenetic comparisons (Crozier 1997) and phylo-

genetic diversity metrics (Moritz et al. 2009) can identify

the uniqueness of taxa in specific regions. In addition,

measures of uniqueness based on comparative phylogeo-

graphic data can be used to identify unique refugia across

multiple taxa (Moritz 2002). Areas identified by such

studies should have a high ranking for reserves. Genetic

markers can also indicate populations with high levels of

genetic diversity that might have priority for conserva-

tion. Again this type of information can be accumulated

across taxa to develop general patterns of biodiversity

hotspots (Davis et al. 2008; Vandergast et al. 2008).

Conservation planning, in situ evolution
and climate change

Systematic conservation planning is often about spatial

planning, and traditional conservation reserves and meth-

ods of designing them are static, with the implicit

assumption that threats to biodiversity are themselves sta-

tic. Protected areas play a central role in the conservation

of biodiversity, but they are geographically fixed and

increasingly isolated by habitat fragmentation (Hannah

et al. 2007). Furthermore, current conservation practices

are based on an implicit assumption of a relatively stable

climate. However, range shifts have been a predominant

response to past climate change, with each species track-

ing its preferred climatic conditions (Hannah 2010).
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Although range shifts in response to current climate

change have also been observed, the ability of species to

track climate change will be affected by ongoing habitat

loss and fragmentation. Moving beyond single-species

approaches to planning, it is increasingly recognized that

ecological processes must also be conserved on biologi-

cally relevant scales (Hannah 2010), which may not fit

within the fixed boundaries of protected areas as they

now stand. However, evolutionary considerations are still

lacking from these discussions about protected area plan-

ning under climate change. Overall, protected areas as

they currently stand are poorly suited to accommodating

in situ evolution in response to climate change.

While evolutionary processes have been acknowledged

by some as central to the maintenance of biodiversity in

reserves and in the maintenance of species borders (Cowl-

ing and Pressey 2001; Moritz 2002; Rouget et al. 2006;

Taylor and Figgis 2007; Mace and Purvis 2008), they are

yet to be explicitly incorporated into conservation plan-

ning schemes and approaches. Reserves need to be inter-

connected across landscapes. This will help to increase

population size, protect against ecological catastrophes

and provide links to refuge areas (Hannah 2010). Yet,

reserve selection can be based on factors that extend

beyond interconnectedness (which has been the tradi-

tional argument for such strategies): they can facilitate

ongoing in situ evolution by encompassing a range of

habitats where specific genotypes can be selected (Dunlop

and Brown 2008). These habitats might include steep eco-

logical gradients and areas with recent geological or cli-

matic change (Cowling and Pressey 2001; Davis et al.

2008).

From an evolutionary perspective, the development of

connectedness in landscapes can help ensure the move-

ment of individuals and genes along corridors linking

environments and increase evolutionary resilience

(Table 1 – Aim E). When populations are interconnected

along climatic gradients, there is the potential for in situ

adaptive evolution (e.g., Balanya et al. 2003; Umina et al.

2005).

Environmental gradients and refugia within landscapes

have been included in conservation planning in the Cape

Floristic Region (Cowling and Pressey 2001; Hannah et al.

2005; Pressey et al. 2007) and the Thicket Biome of South

Africa (Rouget et al. 2006). Here, reserve design targeted

regions that included riverine corridors crossing moun-

tain ranges, allowing for dispersal and providing climatic

refugia that included environmental/climatic gradients.

This shift in thinking around planning and design is also

reflected in the recognition of the need for the restoration

of ecological connectivity to prepare for climate change

within Australia (Soule et al. 2004; Mackey et al. 2007),

Table 2. A checklist for evolutionary resilience.

Maintaining population sizes

Management and conservation programs should aim at conserving population sizes of one to several thousand rather than tens to several

hundred individuals to maintain high levels of variation for adaptation. The maintenance of genetic diversity must also be considered in

captive breeding programs, sourcing of seed for revegetation programs and landscape restoration

Ranking areas for conservation by incorporating evolutionary processes

Interconnected reserves must include environmental gradients across landscapes, in particular, steep ecological gradients and areas with recent

geological or climatic change. This will increase their long-term ability to sustain large populations, allow for migration and maximize the

opportunity for in situ adaptation. Refugia will be essential where genetic variation cannot be maintained, and the potential for evolution

is decreased. When choosing areas for reserves or refugia, it is important to assess genetic uniqueness and genetic diversity across taxa.

Increasing the connectivity of refuge and conservation areas will not only allow for migration but, depending on corridor design, also increase

genetic connectivity and population sizes

Incorporating genetic diversity when restoring degraded landscapes

Seed material for restoration should maximize genetic diversity and adaptedness. Local provenance collections should be supplemented by a

smaller proportion of material from regions with different climates, where there has been evolutionary divergence and local adaptation, to

promote evolutionary potential (composite provenancing). Climate matching for the future, predictive provenancing, should also be considered

for source populations particularly where organisms are long-lived. For instance, programs could begin by determining future climate scenarios

for area(s) of concern in 2050. If climate scenarios fall outside the current climate envelope of target species, ample adaptive genetic diversity

might still allow in situ evolution and persistence

High-priority species – maximizing evolution for species survival and persistence

For highly threatened and endangered species, it may not be possible to maintain populations of thousands, and programs should aim at

minimizing the probability of extinction. This can be performed by monitoring populations/species for genetic variation using neutral genetic

markers and undertaking management decisions that maximize genetic diversity and the probability of persistence and survival (see Table 1).

When modelling changes in species abundance and distribution, evolutionary considerations should be included. This requires the estimation

of appropriate parameters but can be performed within a spatial context (Kearney et al. 2009). When predictions suggest that species and

populations face extinction even with evolutionary change, direct intervention through translocation or ex situ conservation (e.g., seed banks,

zoos or aquaria) should be considered
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where large-scale landscape restoration and connectivity

programs have also been initiated (Mackey et al. 2007;

Mansergh and Cheal 2007).

Finally, there is still a need to improve our understand-

ing of what constitutes a permeable landscape for species

migrations. Although continuous and intact native habitat

is, in the majority of cases, the optimal solution for biodi-

versity outcomes, many refuge areas are separated by an

economically or socially important matrix (e.g., farmland

or cities). In such cases, alternative ‘corridor’ strategies

need to be considered, such as stepping stones and nar-

row linear routes (e.g., road-side verges). To establish

‘ecosystem corridors’, we will also need an understanding

of which species can migrate through different corridor

and matrix types. If movement can occur between differ-

ent refuge and conserved areas, levels of genetic variation

in quantitative traits in populations can be increased

(Whitlock 1999). Landscape planning, informed by spe-

cies’ dispersal/migration and establishment characteristics,

is critical to this endeavour. Recent advancements in the

modelling of connectivity of populations across land-

scapes mean that population genetic data can explicitly be

used to inform about how organisms move through dif-

ferent landscape configurations (McRae and Beier 2007;

Fortuna et al. 2009; Pavlacky et al. 2009). We are now at

the stage where we can explicitly plan for and conserve

the evolutionary processes that underpin species and eco-

system responses to climate change, to plan for evolution-

ary resilience.

Conclusions: planning for evolutionary resilient
landscapes under climate change

While the need to include evolutionary processes that

maintain genetic diversity and adaptive potential in pro-

tected area planning and management has been advocated

for some time (Pressey et al. 2007; Mace and Purvis

2008), there is as yet little guidance about how this might

occur. With new emerging genomic tools, and an

increased understanding of the genetic basis of adaptive

responses to environmental change, more broadly, we

have the opportunity to seriously consider and include

evolutionary processes in conservation planning.

Traditionally, conservation efforts have focussed on the

species level. However, intra-specific genetic variation

needs to be considered in prioritization for conservation

purposes (Frankham et al. 2002; Moritz 2002). Loss of

genetic diversity within populations can be associated

with inbreeding depression, which in turn results in low-

ered fitness and increased risk of extinction. Genetic vari-

ation is essential for adaptation to environmental change

and evolution over the longer term. Importantly, intra-

specific genetic diversity favours species richness in plant

communities (Whitham et al. 2006; Bailey et al. 2009)

and contributes to ecosystem functioning and resilience

(Reusch et al. 2005). This recognition requires a shift in

how ‘units’ of conservation are defined and considered,

from a species-orientated approach to one that includes

diversity at both inter- and intra-specific levels. It also

requires a shift in how genetic diversity is thought about

in the conservation literature.

We have developed a checklist that provides guidelines

for the development of evolutionary resilient landscapes

that will help to promote biodiversity at a time of climate

change (Table 2, but see also Table 1). They outline how

evolutionary resilience might be constructed and main-

tained and how it can be incorporated into policy and

planning to ensure that species resilience is maintained in

the face of a looming mass extinction.
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